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About This Game

Plunder ghost ships for cursed treasure! Battle the Crown Navy, sea monsters, and other bloodthirsty pirates on a quest to rival
the Pirate King himself!

"Choice of the Pirate" is a fast-paced swashbuckler of an interactive novel by Alana Joli Abbott, author of "Choice of Kung Fu"
and "Showdown at Willow Creek." Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—165,000 words, without graphics or

sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Rise from a deck-swabbing sailor to fleet commander over five years of piracy in the tropical paradise of the Lucayan Sea.
Command the winds with magic, or board enemy ships with your cutlass in your teeth.

Will you play as male, female, or nonbinary? Find romance as gay, straight, bi, or poly, or pursue friendships and alliances
instead? Will you join the Crown as a privateer and bring pirates to heel? Will you parley with the Pirate King to protect the

Lucayan from the navy's rule? Or will you duel the Pirate King and claim his power for yourself?

Buckle Yer Swash and Set Sail For Adventure!

 Develop your skills as a swashbuckler, sailor, diplomat, scoundrel, or weather-mage.
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 Explore a chain of tropical islands where buried treasure and secret pirate camps are hidden.

 Face pirate curses, haunted ships, terrifying monsters, and the wrath of the sea herself.

 Spy for the Crown or become a double agent to support the Pirate King.

 Become a celebrated hero or a ruthless villain.

 Play as male, female, or nonbinary; gay, straight, bi, poly, or asexual.
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Its a cool story, and though the chapters are short it does help the game feel like it always moved quickly and never drags. I did
sometimes think there was an option or two missing from certain parts- whether because i hadn't done the preconditions or they
werent included i don't know. While the choices do seem to customize the story, in my experience they don't seem to change it
drastically, which i dont mind too much. Also i would have liked to be able to spend a bit more time allocating my funds when i
returned to port, as i only finished the game with 12 ships, though i had over 5000 gold (in one part two ships cost 200 gold so i
could have apparently had Quite the fleet).

All in all good fun, a lot of choices, and a quick experience that feels solid throughout, though ends somewhat abruptly.. Closer
home to the quality of Choice of Robots in terms of writing compared to more recent COG titles. Enjoyed it until the end,
which seemed a bit rushed, but I'll reserve judgement on the premise that there are more endings, and I may have just got one of
the less well written ones.

Worth the price imo, will update when I get another playthrough in.. Get it while it dirt cheap is what I'm saying. Or not.
Either way, you'll have a great time especially if you're a fan of the high seas. I think that I've been spoiled when it comes to
Choice games. This game isn't bad on it's own, but when compared to other options it simply falls flat. I often felt a bit
railroaded, and that my choices only barely mattered. When the game ended I thought I was only halfway through it, and the
ending scene was entirely underwhelming. All in all, kind of a disappointing game.. very engaging! A fun play!. I am glad this
game is so cheap as I would have been much more salty about how short it was. I'd advise anyone from purchasing unless they
were looking for something different to play. Choice of the Pirate is a game centered around your choices you make in the
storyline that ultimately effects the plot in the end... I had a lot of fun choosing and reminding myself to be wary of what I
choose... but I gotta say that some of the choices I made didn't really seem to bite me in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in
the end at all. I never heard that character at all ever again after that choice I had made, and I was really expecting them to come
back later on and try to stab me in the back for it. It didn't happen though, which was disappointing. I liked being able to pick
out my signature clothing as a pirate, however that "choice" seemed to be purely asthetic... I created my own piece of clothing
and I expected the game to sorta "substitute" my choice within the conversation when it came to that point but it never
happened. A lot of the characters in the game are meaningless and you won't really need to remember their names since you'll
only interact with them two different times out of the whole playthrough. The "love interest" really isn't interesting. After
hooking up the relationship really isn't brought back up in the story at all until the epilogue in the ending. Another thing, the
whole "pirate king" title barer is a mystery.... but.... it's not... the story makes it painfully obvious from the very beginning who
the pirate king really is... Closer home to the quality of Choice of Robots in terms of writing compared to more recent COG
titles. Enjoyed it until the end, which seemed a bit rushed, but I'll reserve judgement on the premise that there are more endings,
and I may have just got one of the less well written ones.

Worth the price imo, will update when I get another playthrough in.. Another great story from choice of games! Great
characters and just an overall fun and engaging story with strong replayability. Well worth it for the price.. A very solid text
adventure. Doesn't beat you over the head with imposed morals like some CoG titles, and lets you have fun in your own way
over the course of the story. And pirates are just so damned fun in the first place.

There's nothing particularly outstanding about Choice of the Pirate, aside from the fact that the author consistently writes these
same kinds of above-average solid games like Choice of Kung Fu. Ms. Abbott should be considered the standard all Choice of
Games authors ought to aspire to reach if not surpass.. Learned magic, met a chill mermaid, killed a kraken, got murdelated by a
Pirate King, became a Ghost Pirate. 5/7 would sail the high seas again!
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Shoots his captain point - blank in his face for no reason whatsoever*. A fun pirate adventure that sadly ends quite abruptly, I'd
still recommend this title.. This is a suprisingly good CYOA. Good story with good character developments. Feels like an actual
pirate adventure. Very well worth the price though tad bit short. I had fun that is the important part. Kaizoku oh ni ore wa
naru!!! Which means I am gonna be a pirate king. And I did!!! In your face Luffy!!!

8/10 Life's pretty good, and why wouldn't it be? I'm a pirate, after all. - Jack Sparrow

. 9\/10

This is a very interesting read if you like the idea of being a pirate and managing your own fleet of ships, crew, etc. I'm not even
super into pirates and found this story easy to get into and fun to replay. It feels very "Pirates of the Carribean" but in a good
way.. This is my first Choice of Games text adventure game I have played. After spending many hours in this game, I decided to
recommend this game mainly because the publisher provided a contact e-mail on its website and after I tried for many hours
trying to get an achievement, I gave up and e-mailed the publisher for help in contacting the author Alana for hints in obtaining
an achievement.

Both the publisher and author were very friendly and helpful and helped me obtain the achievement which I have added in on a
published community guide and the game is relatively easy to finish and get all achievements within less than 10 hours.. *Shoots
his captain point - blank in his face for no reason whatsoever*. Not a bad game but I would more highly recommend the Choice
of Robots. In my perspective, Choice of Robots has a more interesting plot overall and definitely more branches to explore. This
game is less involved and shorter overall but it's still a decent story to buy for the price.. A terrific little game with a fun and
very well-designed branching narrative, delightful characters, and an intriguing overarching plot. There's an admirable
commitment to diversity throughout, as well. Best of all, it's short, which means seeing all the branches isn't some eighty-hour
commitment. I do wish there was more of it, but for the price and the likely minuscule development budget, it's quite
impressive.

I've beaten it twice so far, and I'll be coming back for more. Highly recommended.. I loved this game. It's somewhere between
reading a can't-put-it-down book and playing an RPG. I hate reading books, but Choice of the Pirate (and all the other "Choice"
games I've played) is way better. This one was particularly well-written, had good romance options, and really captured the
swashbuckling adventure spirit.. I always liked books where you are the hero when I was younger I read many. I did not expect
much from this game, but i was pleasently surprised by the quality of the tale in general, writhing, characters, plotlines etc. I
found al that i loved from those books I used to read whithout the intricate stats you had to keep track of, only the pleasure of
reading a good story that I could influence. Can't wait to get another one of those, but for now i'll just replay it... differently.
8\/10

Also worth mentionning that the other games related to this one are very good.
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